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2CHANGING-ROOM LOCKERS 

CHANGING-ROOM LOCKERS 

C   hanging-room lockers from Torring A/S are very durable,   
             require minimal maintenance and are easy to clean. 
The tops of the units are slanted to further ease cleaning. 
However, locker units with horizontal tops are also available. 
Furthermore, they are waterproof, stain-resistant and shockproof.  

Torring lockers easily withstand repeated cleaning and may even 
be jet-washed. They are highly resistant to corrosion and retain full 
functionality even after many years’ use.  



ELEGANT 
AND 
STRONG 
SOLUTION 
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YSTAD ARENA
Partitioning systems 
400 lockers with electronic locks 

4CHANGING-ROOM LOCKERS 

LOCKER CARCASS
Torring makes the carcasses from high-  
pressure compact laminate. Tops, bases and 
sides are 10 mm, partitions and shelves 8 mm 
and the backing 3 mm. Carcasses are             
assembled with corrosion-resistant fittings, 
including aluminium profiles designed and    
developed by Torring A/S. The standard carcass 
colour is white.

DOORS 
The doors are made from 10 mm high-     
pressure compact laminate with rounded 
edges. They are mounted with robust hinges, 
designed and developed by Torring A/S. 
Doors are also available with self-closing 
mechanism. 

The hinges are integrated as part of the 
aluminium profiles. The lockers are very user-
friendly, as the doors open 180 degrees. 
The doors are available in a range of colours 
as listed in our colour catalogue and colours 
may be combined as required.

PROFILES 
Aluminium profiles and hinges are anodised to a 
thickness of 20 µ, providing excellent protection 
against corrosion. 

LOCKS
Lockers are produced for the locking system 
specified by the individual customer. A range 
of different locks are available. 

LOCKER ACCESSORIES
Double or triple hooks in light grey synthetic 
material. Hat or vanity shelves. 

ASSEMBLY
The lockers are delivered in modules 
which may be assembled according to 
requirements. The lockers may be mounted 
on the wall, on legs or a brick plinth.



HÄRNÖSAND
315 changing-room 
lockers with electronic 
locks and integrated 
seating. 
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Compartment width (mm)             300    
   400

     300
     400

     300
     400

     300
     400

     300
     400

167/342 2x167/321  
     1x300

2x167/321     
2x300

Compartment depth (mm)                 520      520      520      520      520      520      520       520

Compartment height (mm)                       1780  2x885  3x590   4x440  6x290 2x1324      2x1782
     1x1226

     2x1782
      2x610

Locker width (mm)                   320      320      320      320      320      362      670       670

Locker depth                               540      540      540      540      540      540      540       540

Locker height                                  1800    1800    1800     1800    1800      1800      1800       1800

Door opening angle 
(degrees)                  

   180o      180o      180o      180o      180o      180o      180o       180o

Triple hook                                            x    x x            x x   

Hat shelf                                       x

Lock  Various  Various  Various  Various  Various  Various    Various    Various

HORIZONTAL TOP

SLANTED TOP 

Compartment width (mm)      300
     400

     300
     400

     300
     400

     300
     400

     300
     400

167/342 2x167/321
     1x300

2x167/321
      2x300

Compartment depth (mm)                      520      520      520      520      520      520      520       520

Compartment height (mm)                      1780    2x885    3x590    4x440    6x290  2x1324      2x1782
     1x1226

     2x1782
      2x610

Locker width (mm)                     320      320      320      320      320      362      670       670

Locker depth                                  540      540      540      540      540      540      540       540

Locker height
Front/back                           

     1800
    2046

     1800
    2046

     1800
   2046

    1800
     2046

    1800
    2046

     1800
     2046

     1800
     2046

      1800
      2046

Door opening angle 
(degrees)                 

     180o      180o      180o      180o      180o      180o      180o       180o

Triple hook                                                    x         x           x           x

Hat shelf                                       x

Lock  Various Various Various Various Various Various Various Various

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

DIMENSIONS OF CHANGING-ROOM LOCKERS 

1 COMPART-
MENT

2 COMPART-
MENTS

3 COMPART-
MENTS

4 COMPART-
MENTS

6 COMPART-
MENTS

2 COMPART-
MENTS, MODEL Z

3 COMPART-
MENTS, MODEL Y

4 COMPART-
MENTS, MODEL Y3

1 COMPART-
MENT

2 COMPART-
MENTS

3 COMPART-
MENTS

4 COMPART-
MENTS

6 COMPART-
MENTS

2 COMPART-
MENTS, MODEL Z

3 COMPART-
MENTS, MODEL Y

4 COMPART-
MENTS, MODEL Y3
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HIGH 
QUALITY, 
ROBUST 
DESIGN 
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PARTITION WALLS



8PARTITION WALLS

O   ur partitioning systems are of   
   excellent quality and are highly 
suitable for toilets, bathrooms and private 
changing cubicles.

The systems are designed to be both 
attractive and durable and they come in 
a variety of colours. In addition, they are 
easy to clean, making it easy to maintain 
good levels of hygiene. 

Our partition walls are produced from  
high-pressure compact laminate, which is 
smooth and very easy to clean. On account 
of its properties, high-pressure compact 
laminate stands up well against high    
temperatures and vandalism. The walls 
are erected in a robust frame construction 
produced from anodised aluminium.

The profiles have rounded corners,          
integrated hinges and locks as well as 
sealed corner junctions. 

Our self-closing doors are available       
with and without external handles and 
emergency opening feature. 

Partition walls are available in a range 
of standard colours. 

See also Colour Glass.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for 
further information on the many other   
options available within partitioning       
systems and doors which fit in with our 
extensive range.



THE RECYCLABLE GLASS 
MATERIAL ADDS TO 
THE PRODUCT’S GREEN 
CREDENTIALS! 
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HYGIENE AND DESIGN 

T raditions, customs and important  
 human values leave lasting 
impressions — the same could be said for 
cleanliness and hygiene. 

Our new range of doors, partition walls 
and cubicles in toughened coloured glass 
is the ideal solution particularly for pub-
lic places. The recyclable glass material 
adds to the product’s green credentials 
and the smooth surfaces make cleaning  
a breeze, whereby high levels of hygiene 
are easily maintained.

Colour Glass — the perfect mix of colour 
and design, features and elegant finish. 

Colour Glass is available in all RAL colours. 

The lock is designed with an ergonom-
ically correct handle and stainless steel     
mechanism, complete with vacant/      
engaged indicator. 

In emergency situations, the lock may be 
opened from the outside with a coin or 
screwdriver.  

Fittings in anodised aluminium and 
adjustable legs.

Self-closing doors with 90-degree opening 
restriction and soft close.
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I      nternal doors can be custom-made to specific sizes,  
      functions and in a wealth of colours. 

Interiors in sports arenas, changing rooms, toilets, 
hospitals, clinics and factories are often exposed to rough 
treatment on a daily basis together with general wear 
and tear and frequent cleaning. Therefore, the choice of 
material is crucial. 

Torring meets this challenge in the best way possible by 
providing internal doors of excellent quality and modern 
design.

A distinguishing feature of our doors is that they are 
produced in 14 mm high-pressure compact laminate         
with frames in anodised aluminium. High-pressure       
compact laminate doors are very easy to clean, making    
it easier to maintain high levels of hygiene. 

Doors may be customised as required and may be hung 
on any wall thicker than 90 mm. TYPE B1

Lockable with a key; may 
be locked both from the 
inside and outside.

TYPE B2 
Internal twist lock; with 
emergency opening 
feature. 

INTERNAL DOORS

INTERNAL DOORS



12BABY CHANGING STATIONS

CUSTOMISED 
AS REQUIRED

BABY CHANGING STATIONS

W         e have developed our own   
                   changing table system for 
swimming pools and similar environments 
which can be adapted to specific 
customer requirements.

The system is available both with and 
without base cabinets, which may be 
fitted with doors and locks if required 
to avoid public access to the water 
installations, etc. 

As shown in the photograph, the cabinet 
door also comes with an opening for 
direct access to a rubbish bin.

The work surface with baby sinks is 
made in moulded fibre glass, which is 
particularly suited to the environment of 
a swimming pool. The design also includes 
a thermostat-controlled hand shower.
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G   antner Technologies is a leading   
              manufacturer within access 
control, electronic locking systems and 
cash-free transactions. 

Swimming pools around the world become 
bigger and better than ever before, and 
guests are offered an exciting and fun day 
with the aid of the latest technology. 

Integration with Gantner provides a 
number of advantages that are of major 
benefit to staff and guests alike. 
The system simplifies the operational 
side of things, leaving staff to focus on 
customer service. 

With our advanced access payment and 
locking systems, we enable your guests to 
move freely around the facilities using their 
electronic wristbands. This is a simple way 
of making sure that guests spend more 
time having fun rather than queuing at 
entrances and eating places or looking for 
empty lockers. 

Just imagine that from the time your 
guests arrive and until they leave, their 
electronic wristbands control all their 
activities. 

A guest may lock a random locker with      
a “beep” and may even be reminded of    
the locker number if required. 

ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS 



14ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS 

SOLUTIONS 
ADAPTED TO 
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 

Gantner Technologies is the leading          
developer of RFID technology solutions, 
specifically designed for the leisure sector. 
In collaboration with Torring A/S, Gantner 
creates an environment where everything 
can be controlled via a simple RFID data 
carrier. 

Now your guests can enjoy themselves in a 
cashless environment and you will see a fast 
return on your investment from increased 
sales alone. 

They may buy access to the wellness centre 
or the experience shower. They can use it 
to get meals in the café or to take their daily 
exercise by having swimming lessons. 

All this from Gantner electronic wristbands, 
customised to your specific needs. 

Electronic wristbands 
and key tags.

NEW
PRODUCT
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FURNITURE WITH FORM AND FUNCTION 

A   ll our products are defined by   
              sound craftsmanship and 
high-quality design. We offer a wide 
product range in exciting colours and 
many possible combinations. 

Our standard range of products may 
be combined to produce personal 
solutions. However, if you have any specific 
requirements, such as special sizes, 
please contact us for a consultation. 

BENCHES are available in various models. They can be free-standing or wall-
mounted and may also be produced in curved high-pressure compact laminate.
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TOWEL AND SHOE RACKS produced with a special wavy 
profile which is both practical in use and striking to look at.

FLOATING VANITY UNIT MAKEUP SHELF
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In cooperation with our customers, we have developed various practical storage solutions 
for swimming articles such as flippers, kickboards, beach balls, armbands, pool noodles, 
swimming belts, etc.

We also produce a wide range of equipment and furniture, including hose winders, rubbish 
bins, key cupboards and shelves for glasses. 

We would be happy to come round to measure up and design your individual solution, so 
please contact us today for an initial chat without obligation.

FURNITURE WITH FORM AND FUNCTION 



WWW.TORRING.COM

Torring A/S has designed total solutions for 
customers around the world. 

Please visit our website to see our list of 
references and the most recent additions to 
our product range. 
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